
LOOKBOOK
Introducing our captivating lookbook,

featuring a collection of vibrant
Sunbrella cushion fabrics offered
through our Cushion Perfect line,

curated to elevate your outdoor space
with unrivaled style and enduring

quality.



UNMATCHED UV RESISTANCE

What is Sunbrella?
the premier outdoor fabric option

Sunbrella fabric is engineered with unparalleled UV
resistance, ensuring vibrant colors that won't fade, even
when exposed to relentless sun rays. 

WATER REPELLANCY & MILDEW RESISTANCE
Thanks to its innovative design, Sunbrella fabric repels
water and resists mold and mildew growth. Your outdoor
cushions will remain safe and dry, even during unexpected
rain showers or morning dew.

EASY CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Sunbrella's stain-resistant properties make it incredible easy
to clean. Simply wipe away spills or dirt with mild soap and
water, and your cushions will look good as new.

ULTIMATE COLOR VIBRANCE
Made from a 100% solution-dyed acrylic, Sunbrella
performance fabrics are saturated with color and UV-
stabilized pigments in every fiber of the fabric.

EXCEPTIONAL DURABILITY & STRENGTH
Built to withstand the rigors of outdoor environments,
Sunbrella is resistant to tearing, abrasion, and fraying. You
can expect your cushions to maintain their integrity even
with frequent use and exposure to various weather.

EXCELLENT BREATHABILITY
The breathability of Sunbrella fabric allows for proper air
circulation, preventing the buildup of mold, mildew, and
unpleasant odors.



WHITES & CREAMSWHITES & CREAMS
Using white or cream-colored fabric in outdoor cushions creates an elegant and timeless
aesthetic, effortlessly blending with any outdoor setting and providing a sense of tranquility
and sophistication.



CANVAS WHITE

LINEN NATURAL

CANVAS CANVAS

SAILCLOTH SALT

LINEN CANVAS

CANVAS NATURAL

Comparable to Canvas White

Comparable to Canvas VellumCANVAS VELLUM



GREYS & BLACKSGREYS & BLACKS
Grey or black fabric in outdoor design enhances the aesthetic appeal by adding a sleek,
modern touch and providing striking contrast to natural elements.



Comparable to Canvas Charcoal

Comparable to Canvas Granite

CAST SILVER SAILCLOTH SEAGULL

CANVAS CHARCOAL

ECHO ASH

CANVAS GRANITESPECTRUM DOVE SPECTRUM GRAPHITE

CAST SLATECANVAS BLACK



TAUPES, TANS, & BROWNSTAUPES, TANS, & BROWNS
Taupe, tan, and brown fabrics for outdoor cushions bring a warm and earthy vibe to your outdoor
space, blending harmoniously with nature.



LINEN SESAME

SPECTRUM MUSHROOM LINEN CHAMPAGNE DUPIONE SAND CAST SHALE

SPECTRUM SAND CANVAS VELLUMCAST ASH

CANVAS HEATHER BEIGECANVAS TEAK

CANVAS FLAX

CANVAS ANTIQUE BEIGE

Comparable to Cast Ash

Comparable to Canvas Antique Beige



GREENS & BLUESGREENS & BLUES
Using blue and green fabric in outdoor cushions creates a refreshing and serene atmosphere,
evoking a sense of tranquility and harmony with nature, while also adding a pop of color that
complements the outdoor surroundings.



Comparable to Cast Oasis

Comparable to Canvas Navy

CANVAS NAVY
CANVAS 
PACIFIC BLUE

CANVAS 
SKY BLUE

CANVAS 
MINERAL BLUE

CANVAS 
AIR BLUE

ECHO MIDNIGHT
CANVAS
TRUE BLUE DUPIONE CELESTE

SPECTRUM
PEACOCK CAST LAGOON

CANVAS 
ARUBA BLUE CANVAS GLACIER CANVAS SPA

DUPIONE
DEEP SEA

CANVAS 
SAPPHIRE BLUE

CANVAS FERN
CANVAS 
FOREST GREEN CANVAS TEAL

CAST OASIS CANVAS MACAW CANVAS GINKO



REDS, ORANGES & YELLOWSREDS, ORANGES & YELLOWS
Using red, orange, or yellow fabric in outdoor cushions infuses vibrant energy and warmth into
the outdoor space, creating a lively and inviting ambiance that is perfect for social gatherings
and adding a cheerful touch to the surroundings.



Comparable to Canvas Jockey Red Comparable to Canvas ButtercupCANVAS 
SUNFLOWER YELLOW CANVAS BUTTERCUP

DUPIONE CRIMSON CANVAS TERRACOTTA
CANVAS
JOCKEY RED

CANVAS
LOGO RED CANVAS MELON



STRIPESSTRIPES
Using striped fabric in outdoor cushions adds a playful and dynamic element to an outdoor
space, creating a visually captivating focal point that complements the surrounding
environment and shows a sense of personality and style.



CAROUSEL CONFETTI ASTORIA SUNSET

SEVILLE SEASIDE

ASTORIA LAGOON

BRANNON REDWOOD GAVIN MIST DOLCE OASIS STANTON LAGOON

BRANNON WHISPER MILANO CHAR COVE PEBBLE DAVISON REDWOOD BERENSON TUXEDO

CABANA CLASSIC SOLANA SEAGULL REGENCY SAND MASON FOREST GREEN LIDO INDIGO
Comparable to Cabana Classic

Comparable to Solana Seagull



PATTERNSPATTERNS
Using patterned fabric in outdoor cushions adds a vibrant and artistic flair to an outdoor space,
allowing for creative expression and a personalized touch, while also bringing life to the overall
design and making a bold statement.



Comparable to Agra Pebble

Comparable to Luxe IndigoVIOLETTA BALTIC ELEGANCE MARBLE TROPICS JUNGLE LUXE INDIGO

CABARET BLUE HAZE ACCORD CRIMSON II BLOX SLATE

AGRA PEBBLE FRETWORK PEWTER



Care & Cleaning
a guide to caring for Sunbrella fabric

Try this first...With a new spill or stain 
Blot (don't rub) liquid spills with a clean, dry cloth. For oil-based
spills, apply an absorbent such as corn starch, then remove
with a straight edge.
Spray on a mild cleaning solution of soap (such as Dawn or
Woolite) and water.
Rinse the fabric thoroughly to remove all soap residue.
Air dry.

Deep Cleaning Sunbrella Cushion Covers
We recommend only hand washing and air drying your Sunbrella
fabric covers. Machine Washing or Tumble Drying can weaken the
stitching of your cushion cover, and is not recommended. Soak your
fabric cover in a solution of one fourth cup mild soap per gallon of
lukewarm water. Use a sponge or very soft bristle brush to lightly
agitate the stain. Then rise thoroughly to remove all soap residue,
and allow fabric to air dry.

Deep Cleaning Sunbrella Non-Removable Covers
Prepare a solution of one fourth cup mild soap per gallon of
lukewarm water. Use a soft bristle brush to clean,
allowing the cleaning solution to soak into the fabric. Rinse
thoroughly to remove all soap residue and allow fabric
to air dry.

Cleaning Mold & Mildew Stain
Sunbrella fabrics do not promote mildew growth, however,
mildew may grow on dirt or other foreign substances if not
remove from the fabric.

Prepare a solution of 1 cup of bleach and one fourth cup mile
soap per gallon of water.
Spray on entire area and allow to soak into the fabric for 15
minutes.
Clean entire surface area with sponge, clean towel, or very soft
bristle brush.
Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue, and allow to air dry.



DON'T SEE A
FABRIC YOU LOVE?
ORDER A CUSTOM FABRIC
We are typically able to custom procure most outdoor upholstery
fabrics available on Sunbrella.com for an additional fee, as long as
they are not exclusive to other retailers. Reach out to us and we'd be
happy to confirm if your custom fabric option is available.
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